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ABSTRACT
Covert channels in network protocols are a technique aiming to hide
the very existence of secret communication in computer networks.
In this work we present a systematic in-depth analysis of covert
channels by modification for the Network Time Protocol (NTP).
Our analysis results in the identification of 49 covert channels, by
applying a covert channel pattern-based taxonomy. The summary
and comparison based on nine selected key attributes show that
NTP is a plausible carrier for covert channels. The analysis results
are evaluated in regards to common behavior of NTP implemen-
tations in six major operating systems. Two channels are selected
and implemented to be evaluated in network test-beds. By hiding
encrypted high entropy data in a high entropy field of NTPwe show
in our first assessment that practically undetectable channels can
be implemented in NTP, motivating the required further research.
In our evaluation, we analyze 40,000 NTP server responses from
public NTP server providers. We discuss the general approach of
the research community that detection of covert channels is the
more promising countermeasure, compared to active suppression of
covert channels. Therefore, normalization approaches and a secure
network environment are introduced.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In networks, covert channels are a technique aiming to plausibly
hide information in legitimate and normal (overt) network traffic,
in order to stay undetected. Beside the possibility of hiding the
identity or communication as security protection goals, multiple
malicious purposes exist, such as leakage of confidential data [45]
or establishment of Command-and-Control (C&C) channels for
Malware [5, 46]. The number of Malware using covert channels
grew in recent years [22, 38]. While most of such covert channels
do not use sophisticated hiding methods yet, expectation is they
soon will, due to more advanced measures of intrusion detection
in corporate networks [42]. The research community tries to keep
up with the speed and hundreds of potential channels and corre-
sponding countermeasures (mainly the detection) were studied [41].
However, most research focuses on description and testing of one,
or few channels. In this paper, we perform a systematic analysis of
a network protocol, motivated by the pattern-based taxonomy of
Wendzel et al. from 2015 [43]. To the best of our knowledge, such
analysis of the potential of protocols as carrier for a wide variety
of covert channels was not performed yet (the closest might be
[19]). It seems promising for deriving required adaption of network
architectures and countermeasures: The complexity and required
resources often render advanced (e.g. Machine Learning based)
detection methods for manifold covert channels in larger corpo-
rate networks impossible. In comparison, a systematic analysis and
evaluation of such different channels can lead to superordinate
countermeasures.

With the introduction of a pattern-based taxonomy in 2015 [43]
a classification or common description of covert channels was in-
troduced that offers the foundation for a comparable evaluation
of network protocols in regards to covert channels. In its latest
version from 2018 [24] the taxonomy classifies 20 different types of
network covert channels. By reversing this deductive approach and
applying those patterns inductively to specifications of network
protocols we expect to identify potential timing and storage covert
channels in a more systematic way than before, where many covert
channels were identified by gut-feeling and in-depth knowledge of
networking experts.

The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is the default time synchro-
nization protocol for all major desktop and mobile operating sys-
tems (OS), including Windows 10, macOS, Linux Ubuntu, iOS, An-
droid and is also widely used in the domain of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) [8]. Therefore, it is present in most networks. Public
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NTP servers are typically organized in pools and clients are request-
ing time from multiple different sources. This perspective on the
infrastructure alone makes NTP an interesting carrier for covert
channels in real-world networks. As we show in our work, the high
heterogeneity of protocol fields in NTP packets makes it a good
carrier for covert channels. The systematic analysis of NTP in our
work leads to the following contributions:

(1) Our systematic analysis of covert channels in NTP led to
the discovery of 49 plausible channels (hiding by modifica-
tion), which are compared by selecting and using nine key
attributes as comparison criteria, such as capacity, suspicous-
ness and reversibility. Further, we analyze the two existing
NTP channels introduced by [2] and [40].

(2) The theoretical results are compared with the plausibility
in real-world OS NTP implementations, by testing oper-
ating systems (Windows 10, macOS, Ubuntu, iOS, Android).
The findings show that some implementations are not NTP
specification compliant, leading to more heterogeneous NTP
traffic, which makes the detection of covert channel harder.

(3) Our exemplary implementations of two channels (1) Un-
detectable channel in user-data value modulation and (2)
Deep-Layer value modulation show that the high entropy in
NTP packets can be used for the implementation of practi-
cally undetectable channels as well as that hidden informa-
tion can be sent over multiple layers of the stratum architec-
ture and that the data redundancy in these packets allows
the implementation of reversible channels.

(4) Discussion on potential countermeasures or mitigation
by elimination and distortion on network level, e.g. by
normalization and certain network designs.

The remainder of the work is structured as follows: In Section 2
we reflect on previous work that evaluatedmanifold covert channels
and derive a research gap. In Section 3 we describe NTP and im-
portant concepts behind covert channels. In Section 4 we introduce
our research approach for deriving NTP channels and summarize
our selected and used nine key attributes as comparison criteria. In
Section 5 we describe all discovered channels and compare them
by the selected nine key attributes. In Section 6 we explain the
channels that we implemented as well as the results from their
testing. In Section 7 we suggest a set of active countermeasures
to suppress covert channels in NTP. In Section 8 we discuss the
relevance of our findings and potential threats to validity. In Section
9 we conclude and encourage further work.

2 RELATEDWORK & MOTIVATION
The discovery and evaluation of covert channels in network proto-
cols and corresponding countermeasures is often focused on one,
or few specific channels.

Different approaches were summarized by Zander et al. [45].
Larger, systematic approaches are rare: Murdoch et al. [33], took a
look at seven TCP fields and the packet ordering, to describe the
potential for covert channel embedding. Lucena et al. [21], did the
same for IPv6. Mileva et al. [28], compared 13 IPv4 storage, 14 IPv4
timing, 19 IPv6 storage, 7 ICMP storage, 12 TCP storage, 3 UDP, 17

HTTP, 7 DNS, 11 RTP and 3 SSH covert channels from several pre-
vious publications. They introduced six abstract attributes to com-
pare all those channels: Method (how does the embedding work/at
witch position in the protocol?), Packet Raw Bit Rate, Type (stor-
age/timing), Advantages, Disadvantages and Defense. Lamshöft et
al. [19] used the pattern-based taxonomy fromMazurczyk et al. [24]
to categorize different channels they discovered in Modbus/TCP.
Mileva et al. [29], introduced a variety of covert channels in the
new MQTT 5 standard by observing the protocol specifications and
deriving the channels.

NTP as a carrier for covert channels was also analyzed: Ameri
et al. [2], evaluated a single covert channel in NTP, exploiting a
small part of a timestamp field. Tsapakis [40], implemented a covert
channel in NTP extension fields. In our work we show that both
channels can be found and further described with our analysis ap-
proach. Also an extension of NTP, the NTP control-queries were
exploited to implement a covert channel that could be used asyn-
chronously by sender and receiver [36]. However these queries are
a complete sub-protocol of NTP [31] and outside of the scope of
our analysis.

Since the number of Malware exploiting covert channels grows
and is expected to grow further, it is necessary to investigate po-
tential carriers for covert channels and elaborate countermeasures.
The previous research on few very specific channels motivates our
own work to perform an in-depth analysis as a fundamental basis
of a further risk assessment. In this work, we follow a more broad
approach to systematically identify and evaluate covert channels.
We use a two-state approach in which we use the pattern-based
taxonomy of Mazurczyk et al. [24] to find a wide variety of covert
channels for a given network protocol. In this approach, we use
protocol specifications to find channels and validate their plausibil-
ity against default implementations of the protocol. We apply the
procedure to NTP, by evaluating every packet field against every
out of the 20 patterns of the taxonomy and validate the plausibility
against six default OS NTP implementations. Our results are fur-
ther evaluated by the testing of two covert channels in a virtualized
network test-bed.

3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
In this section we provide background information regarding the
Network Time Protocol, Network Covert Channels as well as at-
tributes for describing and comparing such.

3.1 NTP
NTP is an UDP based OSI-Layer 7 protocol, meant for time syn-
chronization. The current version is 4 [32], which is compatible to
version 3. Typically, NTP operates in a client-server mode, where
clients are constantly polling time from (different) servers, typically
three. Two other modes, broadcast and peer-to-peer are possible
as well.1 NTP is closely related to Simple NTP (SNTP) [30] and
can not be distinguished by the content of the network packets.
The main difference is that SNTP clients only use one server for
synchronization. NTP servers are organized in the hierarchical
stratum architecture. A server with direct access to a time source

1Since peer-mode packets do not differ from client- and server-mode packets, they are
not considered separately in our work.
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Figure 1: The structure of an NTP packet. 13 fields are
mandatory, the two extension fields and the MAC field (key
identifier plus dgst) are optional.

(e.g. atomic clock) is a reference server with stratum value 0. Other
servers on layer 1 can request time from this server and so on, down
to a maximum depth of 15. An NTP client is called synchronized in
case it requested enough reliable time information and was able to
adapt its local clock to those information.

Every NTP packet consists of at least 13 fields (48 bytes, see
Figure 1). Whether a field is used or just filled with zeros, depends
on the operation mode. An extension with one or two extension
fields or a Message Authentication Code (MAC) field is possible
but unusual in practice. In the context of covert channels the most
promising fields are the four 64 bit timestamps (reference, origin,
receive, transmit) that are used for the roundtrip-delay and time-
calculation. The upper 32 bits represent a second counter. The lower
32 bits of the timestamp fields resolve one second (down to the level
of picoseconds). Those bits resolving higher than the system clock
of a sender should be set to random values [32]. The purpose of
NTP fields are the following:

LI (2 bits) indicates whether the current day has a leap second.
VN (3 bits) is the version number. Mode (3 bits) is the operating
mode. Stratum (8 bits) is the stratum value of the sending server and
zero in client packets. Poll (8 bits) is the polling interval between
to requests of the client. Precision (8 bits) is the precision of the
system clock of the sender. Root delay (32 bits) is the estimated delay
between the sender and the reference clock. Root dispersion (32 bits)
is the estimated dispersion between the server and the reference
clock. Reference ID (32 bits) typically holds the IP-address of the
reference clock. In case the stratum value is zero it can hold a so
called KISS-code [16] for debugging purposes. Reference Timestamp
(64 bits) states when the system clock was last set.Origin Timestamp
(64 bits) in a server response matches the transmit timestamp of
the clients request. Receive Timestamp (64 bits) is the time when a
response was received at the server. Transmit timestamp (64 bits) is
the time a packet left the sender.

The inner structure of extension fields further divides into: Field
Type (16 bits), Length (16 bits), Value (up to 32,766 bytes), Padding
(variable). NTP does also know a sub-protocol, the so-called “control-
queries”[31]. These are NTP packets in a special operation mode,

containing debug information rather than time related information.
This sub-protocol is not further considered in our evaluation.

NTP is not encrypted nor cryptographically signed (past ap-
proaches like the Autokey-protocol [12] are broken [35], the newer
Network Time Security (NTS) [10] was introduced recently in 2020
and has no practical relevance yet).

3.2 Covert Channels & Taxonomy
Network covert channels need legitimate network traffic as cover.
They embed hidden information either by targeted modification of
timing aspects of the traffic (timing channel) or by (over-)writing
header and payload fields (storage channel) [25]. The aim of the
covert communication partners is to keep their information ex-
change hidden, even in face of a so-called warden that can observe
all ongoing communication.

The pattern-based taxonomy used in this paper, was created
by summarizing commonalities of dozens of channels in a wide
variety of protocols. In its latest version [24], eight timing- and
twelve storage-patterns are distinguished.

Usually the distribution of so-called steganographic keys [44]
takes place when covert channels are developed and evaluated.
Since we are not taking an in-depth look at the embedding algo-
rithms themselves, we do not further consider them as part of the
evaluation.

3.3 Covert Channel Attributes
In the domain of information hiding it is common to differentiate
between synthesis, modification and selection. In our case, we only
consider information hiding by modification, the alteration of either
timing aspects of network packets and flows (timing channels) or
modifications of the contents of packets or flows (storage channels).
It is common as well to define network traffic which is used as
a cover for hidden information as overt communication whereas
traffic containing hidden messages is called covert.

As the aim of covert channels is generally to stay undetected
(by the warden), the modified packets or flows need to be plausi-
ble to the warden. In [19] and [20] Lamshöft et. al described the
plausibility as a combination of two kinds of compliance: protocol-
compliance and warden-compliance. A network covert channel
which employs information hiding by modification is considered
protocol-compliant, if the modification to the cover object (packet
or network flow) has no direct impact on the correct reception, ac-
ceptance and processing of that packet or flow.Warden-Compliance
relates to the detectability and conspicuousness of a covert channel
and defines three levels of compliance in regards to a warden: (1)
the message is hidden in a way that a potential warden has no
knowledge of the existence of a hidden message (inconspicuous),
(2) the warden has a suspicion that there is a hidden message but
can not access it and (3) the warden can identify and access but not
reconstruct the hidden message.

Another common attribute of covert channels is the differenti-
ation between active and passive information hiding. In an active
scenario Alice and Bob are creating both the overt traffic as well
as the covert traffic. In a passive scenario Alice and Bob are us-
ing overt traffic from other communication partners to hide their
covert communication. In addition to that, in [19] Lamshöft et al.
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introduced the terms semi-active and semi-passive hiding which
describe a combination of both active and passive hiding, where
one of the overt communication partners is secretly communicating
with device indirectly involved in the comunication, e.g. network
elements like firewalls and switches. Based on this is the new con-
cept of reversibility in covert channels [23]. It describes whether a
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) can restore the overt information in an
passive, or semi-passive scenario, before the information reaches
the overt receiver (such MITM is called R-MITM).

4 ANALYSIS APPROACH
The general approach we follow in this paper can be divided in two
major steps: 1. Systematically identifying potential covert channels
based on modification using the taxonomy from [24] 2. Compre-
hensive comparison and analysis of these channels by using a set
of commonly known properties: Protocol-compliance from [19], re-
versibility from [23], from information hiding the known properties
of maximum andminimum capacity, as well as suspiciousness, three
NTP specific criteria depth, direction and server-synchronization
and one criterion which describes the impact of real-world imple-
mentations on the plausibility of the covert channel (contextual
plausibility). We provide the first set of criteria in our work, but ad-
ditional criteria for the comparison are possible and can be further
elaborated.

4.1 Systematic Identification of Covert
Channels

Our approach for systematically identifying potential covert chan-
nels by modification in NTP follows a two-stage procedure in com-
bination with the previously described pattern-based taxonomy
from [24].

1. Pattern Application: Here we take the hiding patterns from
the pattern-based taxonomy and discuss if and how each pattern
could be applied (in a theoretical manner) to each field found in
such network packets and communication flows. This includes stor-
age channels and timing channels considering the communication
flows, which are defined in the specification. The pattern-based
taxonomy from Mazurczyk et al. [24] was derived by the authors
in an deductive way by merging techniques from known covert
channels into generalized categories or patterns. We reverse this
approach and inductively apply those patterns to the specifics of
the protocol.

2. Real-world observations: Further, we take a look at com-
mon implementations of NTP on a variety of OS. By analyzing the
usual behavior of such OS implementations we are able to (1) iden-
tify potential covert channels which can not be found in the static
analysis of the specification, e.g. such that are implementation-
dependent and (2) check whether potential channels found in the
static analysis of the specification are applicable in a plausible way
in real-world scenarios and implementations. This can be achieved
by setting up network environments in which the network traffic is
recorded and then manually analyzed in regards to potential covert
channels known from the patterns, e.g. timing properties, such as
the order of network packets and fields.

4.2 Comparison Criteria
As comparison criteria, nine key attributes are selected and pro-
posed to describe every plausible covert channel identified in our
work: Protocol-compliance [19] describes whether an overt re-
ceiver of an altered packet (containing hidden information) does
accept and further process the packet or not. An extended model
of reversibility [23] is used: A channel is fully-reversible in case
the overt information can be fully restored by the R-MITM. It is
non-reversible in case the overt information is lost without the
chance of restoring it. It is semi-reversible in case the R-MITM can
approximately restore the overt information in a way that the result
does not significantly interfere with the processing on the receiver
side. In NTP that could be that the fraction of a second value is
restored with only a few bits difference. The suspiciousness is an
(estimated) assessment of the likelihood that a warden will discover
the covert channel, for instance used in [14]. We introduce the
following scale: High: The channel can be detected with a simple
syntax analysis of the packets. Medium: The channel can be de-
tected with a semantic analysis of a single packet or the flow of
packets. Low: The channel can be detected with statistical analysis
of multiple packets. Unsuspicious: Even with advanced statistical
evaluation the channel can not be detected. In respect to capac-
ity see for instance [6]. The maximum capacity is the highest
amount of hidden information that the covert channel can carry.
In case the suspiciousness is the same, no matter how much infor-
mation is transferred, theminimum capacity is equal. In case it
might grow with the used capacities, they are unequal. The capacity
is specified as bits per packet (bits/pkt) for storage channels. For
timing channels we do not elaborate the capacity, since it is heavily
implementation depended.

The depth describes how far a hidden information can be passed
alongside the Stratum architecture: 1 means that hidden informa-
tion can only reach the direct neighbors (client and servers). ≈ (for
approximately) means that hidden information might reach devices
deeper in the architecture but not with the exact hidden informa-
tion. Such could for instance happen in case the hidden information
is embedded in the timestamp fields and information like a manipu-
lated year reach deeper levels, but not the fractions of a second and
therefore parts of the information are lost. ∞ (for infinity) guar-
antees that the hidden information can be send down the stratum
hierarchy without information loss. The direction states whether
the channel can be used in client-, server-, or broadcast-mode. The
server-synchronization2 states whether an overt client would
remove a server using such channel from its list of valid sources.
It is only relevant for channels in server packets. ok means that
the client would not remove the server. e (for error) means that the
client would remove the server at some point due to an error in the
communication. t (for timing) means that the client would remove
the server for its bad timing information.

In order to describe the plausibility of a covert channel in a given
context we use the term contextual plausibility. As described by
Fridrich [11], the secret information (message) is hidden in innocu-
ous data objects. To achieve innocuous characteristics, the cover
selection process needs to choose a cover which is for the warden
expected, such as usually used or commonly known and used data

2The description from https://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp/html/select.html is used
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objects in the normal information (data) flow or behaviour. We
call this also a plausible cover. In our evaluation, a network covert
channel is considered contextual plausible, if the modified packet
or flow is (1) syntactically and (2) semantically correct in the given
context (e.g. protocol specification, vendor-specific implementa-
tion, network environment, configuration and point in time). This
relates closely to the concept of protocol-compliance but in relation
to a given context. The contextual plausibility then can be put into
consideration when assessing the level of warden-compliance for
a given covert channel in a specific context. In this evaluation re-
garding NTP, the contextual plausibility describes which influence
the actual context has on the plausibility of the covert channel,
whereas the context here is described by one of six analyzed default
OS implementations (see Table 1 for those results). A ◦ means that
the context has no effect on the plausibility of the channel. A ↓

means that the channel can not be implemented as intended or that
the resulting suspiciousness is higher in that context. A ↑means
that the implementation has a positive effect for the plausibility
(and therefore is harder to detect).

4.3 Attacker Model
As we will discuss in section 8, NTP packets can be found in most
IT- and OT-networks, however only in small numbers. Therefore,
the bandwidth of any covert channel within NTP is limited. NTP
is only relevant for those attackers that either want to deeply hide
their command & control or data exfiltration channel or attackers
how need a reliable carrier that is available in most networks. We
assume that both is especially relevant in industrial networks for
Advanced Persistent Threat attackers. The attacker utilizes NTP to
send commands over manipulated stratum servers into an isolated
industrial network to reach an compromised industrial control
system controller. This stratum server could either be part of the
public stratum pool or a server within the organizational network.
The controller could be compromised via an supply chain attack
or an insider, e.g. maintenance personal (such attacks are plausible
and further elaborated e.g. in [15]).

5 ANALYSIS RESULTS
First, we evaluate NTP behavior in a selection of OS implementa-
tion. Secondly, we describe 49 discovered channels based on the
methodology from section 4.

5.1 Operating System Defaults
We evaluate the content of NTP client packets and the polling be-
havior of Windows 10 Enterprise Version 2004, Ubuntu 18.4 with
timesyncd, Ubuntu 18.4 with chrony, macOS 10.15, Android 7 and
iOS 13.7. They are installed in virtual machines (Windows, Ubuntu,
macOS) or run on native devices (HTC Nexus Tablet, iPhone 11)
behind a local test-gateway, where all NTP traffic is captured. The
systems are installed with default configurations. With the evalua-
tion of the captured network traffic it is possible to make statements
about the plausibility of covert channels in real world environments.

The test results can be found in Table 1. They show that the
clients differ significantly in their behavior. For macOS, iOS and
Android it remains unclear how often updates are sent. A further
analysis would either require the observation of the NTP traffic

Table 1: The Table compares key properties of differ-
ent NTP client implementations, r.p.u=Requests per up-
date, p.c.p=Peer clock precision, p.p.i=Peer pooling in-
terval, TC=true (changing value), R=fully random value,
NULL=filled with zeros.

of those devices over months or longer or a dive into the code
of the NTP implementations, both which are outside of scope in
our research. From the observed behavior of Windows and An-
droid we would suspect they rather use SNTP than NTP, since they
synchronize with only one server.3 We also found chrony using a
scarcely documented security feature that randomizes all 64 bits in
the transmit timestamp [7]. Overall, expectation is that anomaly
detection in multi-device networks is comparatively harder due to
such heterogeneous behavior.

5.2 Discovered Channels
We discovered 49 plausible covert channels in NTP. In the following,
we shortly describe each channel and compare the proposed key
attributes in Table 2.

• Message Timing: MT1: Altering the polling interval be-
tween client requests.

• Rate/Throughput: RA1: Changing the number of client
requests to one server, per synchronization cycle.

• Artifical Loss: AL1: corrupt the TEST1 checksum (content
of the receive timestamp field) in a server response.

• Message Ordering: MO1: Altering the order in which a
client is requesting time from its (three) servers.

• Retransmission: RT1: Denying a server response to a client
requests, what will force the client to send another request
after some while.

• Sequence modulation: SU1: Changing the order of both
extension fields. Currently there is no application where
the usage of both NTP fields is plausible. SU2: Altering the
number of used extension fields. SU3: Altering the usage of
the MAC field. Currently there is no practical relevance for
the MAC fields. In case the server requires an authentication,
the channel is not protocol-compliant. This channel reflects
the findings from [40].

3Even if it is differently documented by Microsoft and Google
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• Random Value: RV1: Using the complete root delay field.
This is partly plausible since its value is expected to change
either way in server responses. RV1a: Using only those parts
that are outside of the precision of the system clock (indi-
cated by the precision field). RV2 and RV2a: Doing the same
with the Root Dispersion field.

• Add redundancy: AR1: Using the second extension field
with the same value as the first.

• Value modulation: VM1: Using the four upper bits in the
version field that are currently unused (since only four NTP
versions exists). VM1a: Switching betweenNTPv3 andNTPv4,
which are compatible in IPv4 networks. VM2: Using the leap
indicator that is typically zero most days in most years. VM3:
Using one out of the 14 predefined KISS-codes in the refer-
ence id field and setting the stratum value to zero to indicate
that a KISS-code is used. VM3a: Also using custom KISS-
codes (starting with a X). VM4: Using the complete reference
id field. VM5: Using the full precision field. While such chan-
nel is protocol compliant it does change the time calculation
at the receiver side. This channel reflects the findings from
[2]. VM6: Using the poll field. Its value does typically change
only in small steps for synchronized clients so that the sus-
piciousness grows with the used capacity. VM7: Using the
valid stratum values between 1 and 15. VM8: Modulating
the extension field type between the 31 defined values. VM9:
Using the MAC key identifier.

• Reserved/Unused: RU1: Using the root delay field that is
unused in client and broadcast mode. RU2: Doing the same
with the root dispersion field. RU3: Using the reserved values
(0, 7) of the mode field. RU4: Using the stratum values 17-255
that are reserved. RU5: Using the reference id field, which is
NULL in client mode. RU6: Using those extension field types
that are not pre-defined.

• Payload Field and Size Modulation: PS1: Modulating the
extension field size. PS2: Indicating a smaller size of the value
and padding field of the extension field with the length field
than the length of the UDP packet is (hiding the rear bits).

• Modify Redundancy: MR1: Years, months, days and often
hours and minutes in the four 64 bit timestamp fields are
equal in packets from synchronized clients/servers. Replac-
ing some of the time information with hidden information
and restoring the overt value from the context is possible.
MR1a: Using only the transmit and reference timestamp in
broadcast mode. MR1b: Using only the transmit timestamp
in client packets. MR2: Varying the chosen MAC algorithm
between the both defined types, AES and MD5 [1]. MR3:
Filling the extension fields padding with hidden information
instead of zeros.

• User-data Value Modulation: UV1: Using those parts of
the second fraction parts in the 64 bits timestamp fields that
are outside of the precision and therefore normally random-
ized. UV1a: Using the reference, origin and receive times-
tamp but fill the transmit timestamp with the exact value
of the requests transmit timestamp, in server mode. UV1b:
Using the origin and receive timestamp, in broadcast mode.
UV1c: Using only the transmit timestamp, in client mode.
UV2(a/b/c): Equal to UV1 with the difference that all bits

of the fraction part are used now. UV3: Using the complete
receive timestamp that is unused in client and server mode.
UV4: Using the complete reference timestamp that is unused
in client mode. UV5: Using the complete dgst field. UV6:
Using a complete extension field. This channel reflects the
findings from [40].

We could not find patterns of type Inter-packet Times, since a
complete flow of NTP packets always consists of maximum one
NTP request that is answered with a response. Both, the extension
fields and the MAC are considered to be non-relevant in real-world
networks yet (they might become, when NTS will be adapted).
All channels using such fields could in general be called highly
suspicious. However, we assume that the usage of the fields is
common and evaluate the suspiciousness accordingly.

6 SELECTED IMPLEMENTATIONS & TEST
RESULTS

To show the practical application, in the following subsections we
describe two channels that we selected, implemented and evaluated
in network test-beds: Firstly, a practically undetectable channel
UV1c - User-data Value Modulation using only the transmit times-
tamp in client mode and secondly deep-layer-channel VM7 - Value
modulation using the valid stratum values between 1 and 15 Among
all discovered channels these two were chosen for implementation
in order to validate the attacker model drawn in section 4.3 that
requires a channel with low suspicousness as well as a channel that
can be used to send hidden data into isolated networks. The code of
our implementations as well as the network captures can be found
online.4

6.1 Practically Undetectable Channel
We implement a covert channel based on UV1c and embed the hid-
den information in the last 16 bits of the fraction part of the transmit
timestamp. The payload is encrypted with AES in ECB mode, using
a dynamic key. The assumption is that the encryption creates an
equally high entropy like the randomized bits in the timestamp.
Following [4], a covert channel is considered undetectable in case
the entropy distributions of overt traffic and traffic containing the
hidden information are equal. Since the content of overt trans-
mit timestamps is implementation depended, the verification of
our assumption is performed by comparing a sufficient number of
overt packets and those containing hidden information: We request
n=10,000 NTP packets from pool.ntp.org, time.google.com and a
server that we setup locally, in two rounds. We are doing the same
with our server that implements the covert channel. For our covert
channel two different types of tests are performed: One where the
covert sender (NTP server) generates as much packets as possible
in a short amount of time and another where an artificial delay
from 0 to 2 seconds between the client requests is added. Those test
runs should help to evaluate whether the results are based on the
time span of their sending or not. We then compare the entropy
norm of the transmit timestamp for different n out of these samples.

Entropy (H ) is defined by H = −
∑
z∈Z

qz · log2 qz with qz as

the probability that an element z of a given alphabet Z occurs
4https://github.com/ntpdrop/ieeesp2021

pool.ntp.org
time.google.com
https://github.com/ntpdrop/ieeesp2021
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Table 2: Comparison of key attributes for covert channels. Direction in three columns: s(erver), c(client) and b(roadcast). Ca-
pacity in bits/pkt. T=Timing capacity. U=UDP packet size. Reversibility: reversible (✓), semi-reversible (s), non-reversible (✗).
Suspiciousness: h: high,m: medium, l : low, u: unsuspicious. Server-synchronization: e: error, ok: no effect, t : timing. Depth: 1:
one, ∞: infinity, ≈: approximately. Contextual plausibility: ↑: more plausible, ◦: no difference, ↓: less plausible. “-”: Not appli-
cable. “?”: Unable to answer. VM5: Found in [2]. SU3, UV6: Found in [40].
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[37]. The alphabet used in our research is the one containing all
digits: Z = {0, 1, 2, ...., 9}, with a size of j = 10. The norm of the
entropy (Hw ) transforms the entropy into an interval of [0, 1], with
1 being the highest entropy value. It is defined by Hw =

H
loд2 j

.
To calculate the entropy of the 32 bits in the fraction part of the
transmit timestamp we use the following formula: For every one
out of the digit positions in the fraction part (d = 9), the entropy
is calculated individually. Then the average over all nine entropy
values is drawn. This entropy (Hc ) therefore can be calculated as

Hc =
∑d
i=0 Hdi
d with Hdi as the entropy of the digit at position i .

The results show that our assumption holds true for our setup
and that the entropy is equally high for overt traffic and traffic
containing the covert channel. With other words: In all test cases
the distribution of digits per position tends towards perfect entropy
(i.e. 1). Both this is only true for sufficient large n =10,000. For small
n ≤ 1,000 neither the distribution nor the entropy are stable. As a
result reliable detection the presence of this covert channel seems
unlikely for the given test setup.

6.2 Deep-Layer-Channel
Another implemented channel is based on the manipulation of
the stratum value in server packet fields (based on VM7). The as-
sumption is that downstream servers (those with higher stratum
numbers) will adapt dynamically to changing stratum numbers
and calculate their own stratum number accordingly. We want to
test whether it is sufficient to manipulate only one out of three
upstream servers, to send hidden information embedded in the
stratum field (the alteration of its value) through multiple stratum
layers. We therefore setup a network test-bed with three layers (see
Figure 2). A server in the second layer requests time from three
upstream servers. Out of those servers only one is malicious and
changing its stratum value. The other two stay constant. Such a
network setup would be common in any organizational network
where a local time server is the only valid time source for local
clients but this server by itself requests time from a public pool.
In our test-bed, all NTP overt servers and clients use chrony with
default configurations. During the tests we alter two parameters
to optimize the robustness against packet loss of the channel: The
polling interval of the client and how often the malicious server
sends the same stratum value before it encodes the next bit. The
test results show the following:

(1) It is indeed possible to send hidden information through
different network layers, even if only one of the upstream
NTP servers is malicious: The requesting chrony client will
adapt its own stratum number to the highest it received.
Therefore, the hidden information can be passed on as long
as it is encoded with higher stratum numbers than those of
the overt servers.

(2) A chrony client will change its own stratum value immedi-
ately whenever it receives a new value from an upstream
server (as long as the client is synchronized).

(3) The alteration of stratum values is not handled as error by
chrony. The time calculation is therefore not affected.

(4) The channel can only be used robustly if the stratum values
encoding the hidden information are not changed after every
request of the intermediate server. Since the timing of its

Figure 2: The covert channel two uses the stratum values
in NTP server packets to send hidden information from a
malicious NTP server (2) through an non-involved server (4)
to a client. Server 4 is requesting time from three upstream
servers (1,2,3), but only server 2 is malicious.

request is not synchronizedwith those of themalicious client,
information might be lost.

(5) The bandwidth of the channel is low and depends on the
polling interval of the intermediate server (less then 1 bit/min
in case of a synchronized chrony client).

Since this channel is easy to detect with simple Network Intru-
sion Detection System (NIDS) rules and the bandwidth is low, it
can not be considered a general threat. However, it might be in-
teresting in those scenarios where an attacker needs to send small
command queries from the Internet to a device, deeply embedded
in an industrial network.

7 COUNTERMEASURES
The primary step towards countermeasures against covert channels
usually is detection [27]. In the literature a wide variety of anom-
aly detection, statistical analysis and classifier training approaches
exist [45]. Due to the high number of potential channels and high
entropy in NTP server packets, detection is often erroneous and not
a promising approach to counter covert channels in NTP. There-
fore, we propose two active measures: Normalization and a certain
network setup, which can eliminate, distort or modify covert chan-
nels, especially those working on server packets or using reserved
values.

7.1 Normalization
Normalization is a countermeasure where an active network el-
ement, e.g. a Firewall or Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) like
Snort5, changes the content of network packets to a normalized
value [13]. This is especially relevant for unencrypted protocols like
NTP, since a normalization of all fields of the network is possible.

5https://www.snort.org/

https://www.snort.org/
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The potential for normalization in NTP client packets was al-
ready discussed in [9]: “The stratum, Root Delay, Root Dispersion,
Reference ID, Reference timestamp, Origin timestamp, and Receive
timestamp SHOULD be set to zero”. Combined with the results from
our evaluation of chrony’s default behavior it can be concluded
that NTP client packets can be normalized. Only the version, the
mode and the transmit timestamp fields are required in NTP client
requests and all three can be set to static values (the transmit times-
tamp is set to a random value in chrony but it could be set to any
other value instead). A traffic normalizer can therefore be used to
suppress covert channels in at least one direction.

In server (and broadcast) packets the potential for normalization
is smaller: The content of the the root dispersion, root delay, ref-
erence timestamp and origin timestamp are required for correct
time calculation. All other fields can be normalized as well. In these
timestamp fields at least the last bits can be normalized without a
relevant effect on the time calculation. With this approach the high
entropy can be reduced or removed.

NTP packets should be normalized to a size of 48 bytes. As
extension fields and the MAC field (see Figure 1) seem to have no
practical relevance they should not be allowed,further reducing the
attack surface. The same holds true for NTP control queries.

7.2 Network Setup
Several authors and guidelines suggest to set-up local NTP servers
in organization networks and block all direct NTP requests from
any other clients [34, 39]. This can also be recommended to prevent
covert channels. In difference to other protocols where the set-up
of intermediate servers is suitable (e.g. DNS), an NTP client request
to a local server has no effect on the communication behavior of the
local server: It will answer the clients request directly and requests
its own time from upstream-servers independently. For comparison,
in DNS a server would need to directly access information from
public DNS servers, in case the corresponding address is not cached.
Therefore, the setup of a local NTP server can suppress all channels
in direction from local clients to public servers. As shown in our
practical evaluation, would this approach still not block incoming
covert channels.

Therefore, it is additionally relevant to use only trusted upstream
NTP servers [3]. The usage of public pools with thousands of dif-
ferent servers and IP addresses is not recommended from the per-
spective of covert channel suppression.

Like previously shown in [17] and [18], is the securing of DNS
important in this context. The following exemplary, simple firewall
rules in local networks can reduce the attack surface for local covert
channels and can be seen as a countermeasure of elimination: (1)
Block NTP packets using extension fields and MAC. (2) Block NTP
packets with control queries. (3) Block NTP broadcast packets. (4)
Redirect all client requests to the local NTP server. (5) Block all
NTP server packets that do not originate from the local NTP server.
(6) Block all NTP packets containing KISS-codes.

8 DISCUSSION
While the capacity of some covert channels in NTP can be consid-
ered high (e.g. UV1 and UV2 with 128 bits out of the full 384 bits
per NTP packet), the practical bandwidth is limited. This is due to

the fact that synchronized NTP clients only poll time every few
minutes (in case of Ubuntu), or even only once per week (in case of
Windows). Increasing the bandwidth by just increasing the number
of NTP packets would lead to a trivial detectable anomaly.

Bandwidth & Plausibility. The plausible bandwidth is limited.
Even if the maximum capacity of 128 bits/pkt and the lowest polling
interval of 32 seconds is used, the 240 bits/min are not enough to
exfiltrate large amounts of (potentially confidential) data. Therefore,
NTP can not be considered a general purpose carrier for all use cases,
since a higher bandwith can only be achieved by sending more NTP
packets whichwould easily trigger alerts in NIDS and other network
monitoring systems. However, especially for the drawn attacker
model NTP is a suitable and plausible carrier. The high entropy
of the evaluated channel might also not hold for smaller network
samples and should evaluated in real-world network traffic inside
organizational IT- and OT- networks.

Limitations of the pattern-based taxonomy. While a large number
of potential covert channels are identified by applying the pattern-
based taxonomy, there is no guarantee that the list is in any means
complete. Another fact is, that the pattern-based taxonomy is only
based on channel types already evaluated in the past. It can not
fully support identification of new types of covert channels. Also,
the evaluation of covert channels in application layer protocols is
relatively new [26]. However, it is not clear whether other patterns
would classify covert channels on this layer more suitable. The
original pattern-based taxonomy [43] was extended twice [24, 26],
showing the potential for further improvements and additions.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we applied a pattern-based taxonomy on NTP to
discover plausible covert channels by modification. 49 channels
were discovered and compared with key attributes. By taking six
NTP default implementations into account, we could also show
the contextual plausibility in real-world scenarios. Two channels
were implemented in network test-beds. The evaluation shows that
practical undetectable channels are possible in NTP, due to its high
payload entropy. The data redundancy in NTP server packets also
makes reversible covert channels plausible. By exploiting the stra-
tum number in NTP packets the implementation of robust covert
channels through multiple network layers seems plausible.

We consider a small subset of the covert channels in NTP hard
or impossible to detect. However, with certain network setups and
traffic normalization most channels can be suppressed. While NTP
traffic can be found in most IT- and CPS- networks, the number of
client requests per hour is limited and by that the resulting covert
channel bandwidth. Therefore, the potential of NTP as a carrier for
covert channels lies in low-attention, low-bandwidth C&C channels,
especially in industrial networks.

Our systematic approach and its two-stage procedure allows for
an in-depth analysis of NTP. While not all potential covert channels
are necessarily found by this method, it provides the examiner
a systematic procedure to identify potential covert channels. Its
generic approach allows for using it for other network protocols
with only minor adjustments.
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As the threat of covert channels is seemingly growing [22, 38],
this approach might also render useful during the development and
specification process of network protocols. This might especially
be helpful in cases were general security considerations are at odds
with considerations to suppress covert channels.

Further work on covert channels in NTP should take the dis-
tribution and usage of steganographic keys into account, when
algorithms, based on the discovered channels, are implemented and
evaluated.
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